Title for students at the end of Level 3 include:

- **SA01** FISH, FOX AND THEN SOME by Karin Fisher  
  Seven classic Aesops fables, retold using one-syllable words.  
  - $7.95

- **SA02** A JOB FOR JEFF by Peggy Smith  
  The story of a teen who applies for a job as a summer camp counselor.  
  - $7.95

- **SA03** THE CHAMP by Peggy Smith  
  The adventures of a boy and his new puppy.  
  - $7.95

- **SA04** PIG, PIG, AND PIG by Karin Fisher  
  Three little pigs, retold using sophisticated one-syllable words.  
  - $7.95

- **SA05** THE TAX MAN by Andra Hansen  
  A tax preparer can’t get his first computer to work, so his son tries to teach him.  
  - $7.95

- **SA06** THE QUEST by Andra Hansen  
  A story of a stow away, who eventually ends up owning the ship.  
  - $7.95

- **SA08** THE MOTH by Karin Fisher  
  A Vietnamese folktale of a greedy landlord and the boy who outsmarts him.  
  - $7.95

- **SA25** JIM AND THE MILK TRUCK by Melissa Duersch  
  Jim does good deeds and falls in love with a woman on his milk truck route.  
  - $7.95

- **SA26** QUACK! by Melissa Duersch  
  A sweet fantasy about a fixing a duck who could not say quack.  
  - $7.95

- **SA27** THE SMALL CHILD by Melissa Duersch  
  An adaptation of a fairy tale called The Hazelnut Child.  
  - $7.95

- **SA28** FLETCH by Kathleen Stepaniuk  
  Fletch, a big shaggy dog, tries to get his owners to help relieve the pain of a bee sting, but he has a hard time showing them what is wrong.  
  - $7.95

- **SA29** WHAT LUCK? by Kathleen Stepaniuk  
  Rick must drive his dad’s old rusty truck, which his mom promises will bring him luck.  
  Rick has several bad luck adventures before finally discovering its good luck.  
  - $7.95

Subtotal: ________
Subtotal from page 2: ________
CA Residents add Sales Tax: ________
Total: ________
Barton Reading & Spelling System
Stand Alone Books

**Titles for students at the end of Level 4 include:**

- **SA07** THE KINGDOM OF NOD by Peggy Smith
  A sweet tale about an unlucky young queen, and the men who try to win her hand. $7.95
- **SA09** A CHAIN OF GOLD by Andra Hansen
  The story of one family’s escape from Poland during World War II. $7.95
- **SA10** COLLEEN by Judith Burns
  A pesky sister rescues her older brother and his friend from a cave. $7.95
- **SA11** JUSTIN & TONY by Peggy Smith
  When Justin’s best friend moves away, Justin defeats a bully and makes new friends. $7.95
- **SA12** LADYBUG by Andra Hansen
  Brit discovers that her new friend is homeless when serving food at a soup kitchen. $7.95
- **SA13** THE KING OF PONGO by Peggy Smith
  Returning Peace Corp volunteers move to a small town and try to fit in. $7.95
- **SA14** THE LEGACY by Andra Hansen
  The true story of Martin Luther King’s ancestors and his fight for civil rights. $7.95
- **SA15** WILSON OTIS, P.I. by Andra Hansen
  A private detective helps a friend track down a hit-and-run driver. $7.95
- **SA30** CROW, CAT AND BEYOND by Karin Fisher-Golton
  A collection of seven Aesop’s fables, and their morals, retold using Level 4 words. $7.95
- **SA31** THE OLD SCROLL by Melissa Duersch
  Max and Beth are Barton students whose tutor hands them an old scroll as a gift. If they can crack its code, they will go on a grand quest. $7.95

**Titles for students at the end of Level 5 include:**

- **SA20** THE TEMPEST by Andra Hansen
  The story of Noah’s Ark as told by Noah’s daughter-in-law to her children. $7.95
- **SA21** BLACKOUT by Sandy Graham
  Travis saves the day when a power outage, and other problems, occur while his parents are gone. $7.95
- **SA22** A FAMILY FOR JIMMY by Andra Hansen
  Jimmy, removed from his home due to neglect, is adopted by a loving couple. $7.95
- **SA23** SALLY SNAIL by Peggy Smith
  To earn extra credit, Jill must give a presentation on her pet snail named Sally. $7.95
- **SA24** THE WEDDING RINGS by Sandy Graham
  A rabbit disrupts the outdoor wedding in which Brent wants his dog to bring in the rings. $7.95

Subtotal: __________

*See previous page for Level 3 books*